IC3 Digital Literacy Certification
GLOBAL STANDARD 5

KEY APPLICATIONS
OVERVIEW
The IC3 Digital Literacy Certification is comprised of three individual examinations:
Computing Fundamentals

Key Applications

Living Online

These days, it seems that no matter what you’re doing - “there’s an app for that!”
The Key Applications examination covers the most common features of the world’s
best spreadsheet, word processing, and presentation applications. And, with the
release of IC3 Global Standard 5 (GS5), this domain now includes app culture
elements that will help the examinee understand how to obtain and maximize the
use of some of today’s most popular apps.
Common Program Functions
Even with the variety of applications that exist today, there is a core set of standard
functions that will help users to be more effective - regardless of the program
they may be using. The Key Applications exam includes domains that focus
on basic database concepts, informational retrieval, and database inputs and
outputs. Further, examinees will learn the most common functions of various office
productivity applications in addition to being taught how to properly select and use
the correct program or app for the task at hand.

The most significant
impact on the middleskill job market is in
the humbler world of
everyday software:
spreadsheets and word
processing, programs
for medical billing and
running computerized
drill presses. To a large
extent, a job seeker
without the ability to use
this software won’t even
get in the door.
Source: BurningGlass.com

GO FURTHER

OBJECTIVES AT A GLANCE
The Key Applications exam objectives are designed to help the user gain a foundational understanding of the features found in
today’s most popular office productivity applications, including:
• Common functions of application software - starting and
exiting the program, creating, saving and managing files,
common editing, formatting and printing functions.

• Functions needed to operate a spreadsheet program
at a basic level:
- Sorting and manipulating data using formulas and
functions, and creating simple charts.

• Functions needed to operate a word processor at
a basic level:
- Modifying text and documents, and use of automatic
formatting tools.
- Using word-processing tools to automate processes such
as document review, security, and collaboration.
• Methods for navigating and using database applications.

- Modifying worksheet data, structure, and format.
• Functions needed to communicate effectively with
presentation software:
- Create and format simple presentations
• Processes for obtaining apps, accessing app stores,
purchasing apps with a credit card, and in-app purchases.

WHAT’S NEW WITH GS5?
Global Standard 5 (GS5) continues to include all of the features and objectives that have made IC3 one of the world’s most
trusted Digital Literacy standards, while adding new and updated content to better align with today’s most relevant technologies:
App Culture
• Obtaining Apps – Managing accounts, app stores, purchasing apps, and in-app purchasing.
• Identifying different app genres – Productivity, reference, content, creation, social media, music, and health.
• Understanding strengths and limitations of apps and applications – Compatibility, productivity, and appropriate device usage.

SAMPLE QUESTION

Exams make use of the
latest testing technologies,
including the integration of
both performance-based and
knowledge-based testing.

Nearly eight in 10 middleskill jobs require digital
skills. Spreadsheet and word
processing proficiencies have
become a baseline requirement
for the majority of all middleskill opportunities (78%).
Source: BurningGlass.com

Learn more about IC3 Certification.
Visit www.certiport.com/IC3 or call today at 888-999-9830
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